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“This generation wants the freedom to be whoever 
they want to be, and thus they expect the same 
from the brands they interact with. Gone are the 
days of assuming a shopper would be interested in 
an annual contract for broadband or a cell pone. 
The essence of what we used to call ‘Brand loyalty’ 
may very well be up for debate”

“Gen Z are about sharing. They are going to explode 
the Sharing Economy with their mantra ‘Access To‘ 
rather than ‘Ownership Of’. It challenges the funda-
mentals of consumerism to the core - we make stuff 
and you buy it. Perhaps not any more”

“This is the one-click generation. You get everything 
you want NOW. They don’t wait and they demand 
frictionless as the norm. They expect everything 
built around them, for them. They expect the sys-
tem to know them, remember what they bought last 
time, prompt them. Not doing so is like sand in their 
eye”

Everyone is tired of hearing about millennials, 
particularly the millennials themselves. Every 
article you read or conference keynote you hear, 
the word millennials is either over-used or over-
generalised. How to manage Millennials in the 
workplace? What are the consumer expectations 
of the Millennial Generation? What do Millennials 
want from life? All valid questions to ensure your 
brand survives into the future, would it not for the 
fact that the future (and your success) does not 
belong to them. That is the present. The future 
belongs to Generation Z.

Generation Z will become the largest consumer 
group in the US and Europe by 2020. 40% of all 
the population. Oh Yes. And that’s only  a few 
years away. Be prepared for the end of how you 
do business.

So, if the future belongs to this Generation Z, 
don’t you think we should shift our focus to this 
very future? The millennials might be driving 
the car, but the road ahead is very much Gen Z. 
Businesses that leverage the nuanced differences 
of this next generation will succeed and reap the 
benefits.  

While Millennials witnessed the world become an 
omni-channel one, it is the only world Gen Z have 
ever known. They are now leaving universities, 

taking their positions in the workplace and as 
consumers. Unlike their Millennial counterparts 
who were parented by Baby Boomers, Gen Z 
were parented by Gen Xers. This makes their 
value systems and expectations very different, 
for themselves and the brands they chose to 
interact with.

While hairstyles, fashions and tastes will 
change from one generation to the next, it is 
by understanding their fundamental value 
systems that will define how we converse and 
stay relevant as a business or Brand.

The Millennials were just the support, get ready 
for the main event. The consumer step change 
has arrived.
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3 KEY LEARNINGS 
FROM THIS TALK

As we watch Brand loyalty dissolve, this generation seem to be only interested 
in brands that are ‘real’. We need to go above and beyond what they expect to 
truly delight them. We need to focus on the human connection, to touch their 
heart and connect with them in a real way, not some mass market approach. 
Today brands need not to just have a heart, but also a soul. It’s time for every 
brand to grow a hípster beard (or at least some stubble!).

We have the data, and we have the technological capabilities. Marketing 
communications as a function is now redundant. We do not need to 
communicate. We need to converse. The consumer is now a collaborator. This 
generation has grown up inside the peer economy. You don’t own your brand, 
they do.

They are the X-Factor generation (everyone has the right and chance to be 
famous) and thus their expectations are high, for everything. They demand a 
voice at the management table in the workplace right from the beginning and 
that you hear their voice if you are brand they interact with. They expect it all 
and expect it to work first time. Brands will get few second chances if you get 
it wrong on first interaction.
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AUTHENTICITY

DON’T COMMUNICATE > CONVERSE

EXPECT THE BEST



TESTIMONIALS 
“Ken’s speech at our Sales Leaders Summit on Gen Z really engaged and 
challenged all our senior Sales Director members across a wide variety 
of sectors. Ken managed to deliver a presentation that was extremely 
relevant, with his ever energetic presenting style, and left everyone 
feeling equally entertained and eager to adopt the learnings” 

“Ken’s presentation made delegates laugh and cry and laugh again. His 
easy story-telling style meant that delegates were not only engaged 
throughout but also left with some real thought-provoking content on 
the future consumer. I would not hesitate to work with Ken again”

“Ken speaking at our annual Digital Summit was the highlight of our 
event; he managed to engage and inspire our organisation around 
the changes we need to make in order to stay relevant to the future 
worlds of our consumers. His ability to understand the dynamic world 
of retail and digital fused with real world insight of the next generation 
of consumers will certainly help guide our future digital vision”

“Ken’s talks are simply awesome. His fun but thought provoking style, 
his impressive energy on the stage and a unanimous acceptance by 
the audience means, as an event organizer, that he is a must in our 
upcoming events. Highly recommended”

Conor Morris - Executive Chairman, The Sales Institute

Kristi Kawanna - Events Director, Retail Innovation Conference, NY

Simon Cunningham - COO - Marketing, Value Retail

Fernando Anzures - CEO, Exma Latam

One of the greatest perspectives on 
current and future #marketing,
 @KenHughesIE
@METAFROUDIANO. 

This guy just made an amazing 
speech @ #IABConecta I can only 
define it as ‘Digital Stand-Up 
comedy’ @KenHughesIE 
@CHINOSLAU

@KenhughesIE Probably the most 
entertaining talk I’ve heard at a 
conference ever! Fantastic!
#utilities17 @RWDJR

Nobody knows consumers 
better than @KenHughesIE
@andrewsime7  

DELEGATES’S 
TESTIMONIAL 

Thank you @KenHughesIE for your 
delightful keynote @HELIVUORI

Fantastic talk by @KenHughesIE 
today! Lots to think about and 
lots of ideas down on paper... 
Thank you! @mimi_tastic 

Enjoying a lovely morning at the #ISDN conference 
discussing the Gen Z Talent Challenge @KenHughesIE 
loved your presentation very refreshing and insightful! 
#isdnsummit #kenhughes #gen



ABOUT 
KEN HUGHES
• World Renowned Consumer & Shopper Behavioralist
• Author of The Blue Dot Consumer
• Keynote Speaker & Playologist

Ken Hughes is now acknowledged as being the world’s leading authority on consumer and 
shopper behavior, internationally renowned for helping his largely blue-chip client base better 
understand the needs of the future consumer. 

With over 17years’ experience as CEO of a consumer insight agency, he blends his understanding 
of consumer psychology, shopper immersion, digital anthropology and retail futurology to 
explore the needs of the new consumer and predict the changes to come.

Ken advises some of the biggest brands in the world on customer experience, omnichannel 
strategy, shopper marketing, retail trends, the millennial and Gen Z shopper and the peer-
to-peer economy. As an accomplished author, TED speaker, university lecturer and actor, his 
performances are not only insightful and thought-provoking but are infamous for their sheer 
energy, entertainment and passion, not to mention his generous Irish wit.

Every year, Ken shares his thought-disrupting insight with tens of thousands of delegates all 
over the world as one of the most popular keynote speakers booked on the international 
conference circuit relating to the future consumer.  

He is regularly voted best speaker at events to which he is invited to speak and believes in 
engaging and delighting event attendees at every opportunity.



Please contact us to book this keynote speech for your event, or to 
find out more about this, or any of the other talks from Ken Hughes. 
We are happy to discuss how this talk might suit your agenda or how 
it could be further tailored for your event, and as always are happy 
to know more about your conference so that we may assist you 
appropriately
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